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Abstract. This paper studies conditions under which every

congruence relation 8 in a direct product A XB of algebras is of the

form 0iX02, where 6\ and 02 are congruence relations in A and B

respectively. It is shown that for any equational class K, every

such 8 in every A XB in K has this property if and only if K satisfies

certain identities.

It is well known that if A and B are rings with unit element, then

every ideal in A XB is of the form IiXh, where I\, I2 are ideals in

A and B respectively. In [l, Problem 40], G. Grätzer asks to charac-

terize those equational classes K of algebras such that for any

A, BÇzK, every congruence relation 0 in A XB is of the form 0iX02,

where 0i, 62 are congruence relations in A and B respectively.2 In

Theorem 5 below, we shall show that K can be characterized by

Malcev-type conditions, that is, by the existence of certain identities

inK.
We restrict our attention to algebras with finitary operations (possibly

infinite in number). The set of congruence relations in A is denoted by

C(A). H e<=C(A), then a-,Q a2 denotes (au a2)&. If 0i£C(yl) and

02£ C(B), let 0i X02 be the relation {((aufa), (a2, b2)) :aidia2 and bi02b2}.

Clearly 0iX02£C(^ XB). Let IA={(a, a):aEA} be the identity
relation on A, and Ua=AXA be the universal relation on A. If

<iii ctzEA, let 8(ai, a2) be the smallest congruence relation on A which

contains (ai, a2).

In C(A XB), we let LTi denote the kernel of the projection on A.

Clearly LTi= {((ai, fa), (a2, b2)):ai=a2} =IaXUb; similarly let

n2 =UaXIb- It is well known (see [l ]) that C(A) is a lattice in which

0i A0S =01^02, and

0i V 02 = U (po o pi o • • • o p„),
n<w

where p,=0i for even i, and p<=02 for odd i.

Lemma 1. If plt 0iE.C(A) and p2, 62Ç_C(B), then

(pi X p2) V (0i X 02) = (pi V 0i) X (P2 V 02).
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Proof. It is obvious that piXp2 and 0iX02 are contained in

(piV0i)X(p2V02). Now let (a, Z>)G(piV0i) X(p2\/02). Then for some
m, aE<Poo • ■ ■ o<pm and bE^oO ■ ■ ■ o^m, where $<=pi, if,<=p2 for

event, and ^>,=0i, ^,=02 for odd ¿(since 0o o • • ■ o<j>nQ<j>0o ■ • •o0„+i);

hence

(a,b) G(#oO • • • o<t>m) Xitoo ■ ■ ■ oyj/m) = (<¡>B X lAo) o • • • o (<¡>m X ^m)

Ç (pi X pï) V (0i X 02).

Definition. If 0GC(^4 X5), we say 0 has property P if there exist

BiEC(A), e2EC(B) such that 0=0iX02. We say A XB has property
P if every 0GC(^4 XB) has property P. If K is a class of similar alge-

bras, we say K has property P if for all 4, BEK, A XB has property

P.

It is easily seen that A XB has property P if and only if the map

(0i, 02)^0iX02 is an isomorphism from C(A)XC(B) onto C(AXB).

Theorem 1. Let 0EC(A XB). Then the following are equivalent:

(1) 0 has property P.

(2) n2n(niV0)£0a«<¿nifxn2v0)C0.
(3) For all a, ai, a2EA and all b, bi, b2EB, (oi, bi)6(a2, b2) implies

(ai, b)8(a2, b) and (a, bi)8(a, b2).

Proof. (l)-*(2): If 0 = 0iX02 then by Lemma 1,

n2n(Ex ve)=n2n «iA x uB) v (0i x 02))

- (UA X Ib) f~\ (fli X UB) = 0i X Ib ç 0,

and similarly riin(II2V0)C0.
(2)—>(3): Suppose (ai, &i)0(a2, i»2). Since (ffi, ¿>)LIi(ci, £>i) and

(a2, i>2)LTi(a2, b) we have (ai, b)(III o 0 o IL)(a2, 6). Since IIio0oIIi

ÇOVIIi, it follows that

(«!, i)(n,n(9vni))(fli, *)

and by (2), (ai, 5)0(a2, &). Similarly (a, bi)6(a, bi).

(3)-»(l): Let   '

0i = {(oí, a2): for some 6, (ai, b)6(a¡, b)\,

02 = {(2>i, i>2): for some a, (a, bi)6(a, b2)¡.

Then by (3), Oi0ia2 implies (ai, 6)0(o2, Z>) for all bEB. It is very easy to

verify that 0iGC(^), ß2EC(B) and 0=0iX02.

Corollary 1. // C(A XB) is a distributive lattice, then AXB has

property P.
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Proof. Since Jlií^Hi = Iaxb, it is easily seen that (2) holds.

Corollary 1 was pointed out to us by Alfred Hales. He gave a differ-

ent proof of the sufficiency part of the next theorem, from which

Corollary 1 also follows.

Theorem 2. If 0£C'(A XB), then 0 has property P if and only if

(4) (ni v e) r\ (n2 v 0) = e.

Proof. If 0=0iX02, then by Lemma 1,

(n.i v e) n (n2 v e)

= [(Ia x uB) V (0i x 00] n [(Us x iB) V (0i x 02)J

= [(Ia V 0i) X (UB V 02)] n [(UA V 0i) X (Ib V 02)]

= (0i x uB) n (uA x 02) = 0i x 02 = e.

Conversely, if (4) holds, then (2) is an immediate consequence.

Theorem 3. Let A and B be similar algebras. Then the following are

equivalent :

(5) A XB has property P.

(6) For all a\, a2EA and all fa, faEB, 9(ai, a2)X0(fa, b2)

= 0((ai, fa), (a2, fa)).
(7) For all ait a2, aEA and all fa, fa, bEB, ((ai, b), (a2, b)) and

((a, fa), (a, fa)) are in 9((ah fa), (a2, fa)).

Proof. (5)-»(6): Clearly, ((alt fa), (a2, fa))&(a1, a2)XB(fa, fa).
Suppose ((alt fa), (a2, fa))E0EC(AXB). By (5), 0=0iX02 for some
öiEC(A), e2EC(B). Therefore aßm and fa02fa. Hence 0=0iX02
30(ffli, a2)X6(bi, b2). This proves (6).

(Ö)-»(7) : We have ((ai, b), (a2, b)) Efiiflu «2) X0(ei, fa) =fl((<n, fa), (a2, fa))
and similarly ((a, fa), (a, fa))E0((au fa), (a2, fa)).

(7)-»(5): We show that (3) holds for every 6EC(A XB). Suppose

(ai, fa)6(a2, fa). Then 030((ai, ¿1), (a2, fa)). Therefore by (7), (3)
follows.

Theorem 4. Let K be any class of similar algebras. Then K has prop-

erty P if and only if
(8) for all A, BEK, all a\, a2EA, and all fa, fa, bEB,

((ai, b), (a-h b)) £ 0((o„ fa), (a2, b2)).

Proof. The necessity of (8) is obvious by (7). To prove the suffi-

ciency, we show that (7) holds for all A, BEK. Let oj, a2, aEA and

61, fa, bEB. Then by (8)
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((«!, b), (a2, b)) E 0((ii, ¿i), (a2, b2)).

Applying (8) to BXA, we have

((ii, a), (h, a)) E 0((bu ai), (b2, a,)).

Using the canonical isomorphism of BXA with ^4 X-B, we have

((a, bd, (a, bt)) E 0(K èi), (a», *»))•

Corollary 2. // i£ is an equational class such that for every A EK

with two generators and for every BEK with three generators, AXB has

property P, then K has property P.

Lemma 2. If u, v, c0, ciEA, then (u, v)E0(c<¡, cî) if and only if for

some »îjal, »âl, there exist (m-\-\)-ary polynomials pi, ■ ■ ■ , pn,

elements Zy of A for 1 ^i^n, 1 ̂ jSm, and integers k(l), • ■ ■ , k(n)

such that

k(i) = 0    or    1       for 1 S i = n,

U   =   pl(Ck(l), Zu,   •   •   •   ,  2lm), V   =   pn(Cl-k(n), Znl,   -   '   '   , Znm),

pi{Cl-k(.i), Zil,   ■   •   ■   , Zim)   —  pi+l(Ck(i+l), S¿+1,1,   '   -   -   , Zi+l,m)

for 1  g » g « - 1.

Proof. This is a paraphrase of Theorem 3, p. 54 of [l ]. As pointed

out by G. Grätzer, we may take m=n and k(i) =0 for even i and

k(i) =1 for odd i.

Theorem 5. Let K be an equational class of algebras. Then K has

property P if and only if for some «2:1 and some m^i, there exist

(m-\-\)-ary polynomials pi, ■ • • , pn, binary polynomials g¿,-(x0, xi) and

ternary polynomials r¿y(xo, Xi, x2) for í^i^n, i^j^m, and integers

k(l), ■ ■ ■ , k(n) which are 0 or 1 such that the following identities hold

in all members of K:

%0   =  pl(%k(l), On,   •   •   •   , qim), Xi   =   pn(%l-k(n), Çnl,   •   •   •   , 0„m),

Pi(%l-k(i), Oil,   •   •   •   , Çim)   =  pi+lÇXkd+l), Çi+1,1,   •   •   -   , qi+l.m),

1 < i < n - 1,

(9) r
*2   —   pl(Xk(l), fil,   -   •   •   , rim)   =   pn(%l-k(n), ?nl,   '   "   *   , ^nm),

/>i(xi_4«), ru, ■ ■ ■ , rim) = pi+i(xk(i+i), rt+i,i, • • • , ri+i,m),

i á * á » -1-

Proof. Suppose K has property P. Let A be the free K algebra

with two free generators x0, xi and B be the free K algebra with three

free generators x0, Xi, x2. Then by Theorem 4,  ((x0, x2), ix\, x2))
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E0((x0, Xo), (xi, xi)). To obtain (9), we use Lemma 2, the fact that

every element of A XB is of the form (q(xo, xî), r(xo, X\, x2)), and that

p((ua, va), ■ ■ • , (um, Vm)) =(p(u0, • ■ • , um), p(v0, • • • , vm)) for every

(w-f-l)-ary polynomial. Conversely, if we assume (9), then by sub-

stituting xo=ao, Xi = ai in the first three lines of (9) and Xo = bo, xi = fa

and x2 = & in the last two lines of (9), we see by Lemma 2 that (8)

holds.

We close with some examples and remarks. As pointed out before,

the class KR of all rings with unit element has property P. More

generally, if K is such that there exist binary polynomials + and •,

and constants (or polynomials which are constant in K) 0 and 1 such

that the identities x-1 =x-\-0=0+x=x and x-0=0 hold in K, then

K has property P. This follows from Theorem 5 with n = l, m = 2,

pi(x, y, z) =x-y+z, qu = l, qi2 = 0, rn = Q, ri2 = x2 and ¿(1) =0.

Another example is the class K~l of all lattices. In this case, the

condition of Theorem 5 holds with n = l,m = 2, pi(x, y, z) = (x/\y)Vz,

qu — Xo\/xi, gi2=xoA#i, r\\=x2, ri2=x2 and ¿(l)=0.The fact thatXz,

has property P also follows from Corollary 1. Property P also extends

to any class K (such as the class of lattice ordered groups) of algebras

each of which is a lattice under some of its operations. There exist

equational classes K having property P but such that C(A XB) is not

distributive for some A, BEK- As an example, let K=Kr and

A =5 = the ring of all polynomials in x, y over the rationals. If (p)

denotes the principal ideal generated by p, then in C(A), we have

(x + y)r\ ((x) v GO) £ ((* + y) r\ (*)) V ((* + y) r\ (y)).

We may define property P in the obvious way for arbitrary direct

products. However, the following theorem shows that property P

can only hold for essentially finite direct products.

Theorem 6. If A = YLtei Ai has property P, then A{ has one element

for all but a finite number of i.

Proof. Let 0= {(x, y):x(i) =y(i) for almost all i). Then 0£C(^4).

If 0=H,ej0¿, then 0¿ must be Ua¡ for all i, since x6y whenever

x(j) —y(j) for all jEI, j^i. Therefore 0= Ua, from which it follows

that A i is trivial for almost all i.
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